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Dozens of bespoke combinations or just
ask us for any custom-painted colour!

The Company
Over the last 12 years Opus Studio has built a reputation for innovation and quality amongst top designers,
artists and sculptors - both nationally and internationally. We are renowned for our superb craftsmanship
in the manufacture of high quality interior accessories as well as fine art sculpture (see example below).
Having recently acquired the already well-known Decotec brand of curtain poles and accessories, we are
now delighted to introduce you to our comprehensive extension to this extremely popular collection.
With the fusion of the Decotec brand and Opus Studio, our management and sales team now has over 45
years experience of working amongst the very best in this field. We are therefore able to offer an
unrivalled level of advice and expertise to our clients.
Our collection of curtain poles and accessories will be further extended over the coming months, and
offers true handmade quality and attention to detail. We provide a fully bespoke service enabling you to
offer your customers tailored solutions for every situation.
We are also confident that you will find that all this comes at unparalleled trade prices.

The service
All raw timber materials are obtained from renewable
sources and hand finished in our own Somerset workshops
by our experienced and dedicated craftsmen.

We aim to despatch all standard orders within 2-3 working days.

Casting and Mould Making

Bespoke colour and finishing service available. (see page 42)

Shown here is a current commission
entitled ‘Ribbon’ in carbon fibre
composite and high tensile steel, by
renowned sculptor Eleanor Cardozo.
www.eleanorcardozo.com

Unrivalled professionalism, full after-sales advice and expert
technical support from our experienced sales team.

For more information on our extensive
mould making and casting services see
our web site at www.opus-studio.com.

Poles are priced to nearest centimetre, we are happy to cut
any pole to your exact required length at no extra charge.

Reproduced by kind permission of the artist.
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All enquiries telephone: 01934 835 739
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NATURAL OAK
Subtly rustic, with a modern country look
A golden softness with light honey tones, giving a strong architectural feel. Equally
suited to the traditional country home or the modern barn conversion.

Ideas & Options

Painted or
gilt highlights
available
on all finials

Shown with brass bracket

Alternative brackets
and accessories are shown
on page 44.
Note: The images shown here are simply to illustrate options. We offer a bespoke service to encourage you to blend styles and create a truly personal look.
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NATURAL OAK

Twisted

Pineapple

Ribbed

Urn

Ball

35

48

63

Available in 35mm, 48mm
and 63mm pole sizes.
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NATURAL MAHOGANY
The classic warm tones of traditional mahogany
Complement any room space with this beautifully rich and warm finish, waxed and
polished by hand to a soft lustre.

Ideas & Options

Painted or
gilt highlights
available
on all finials

Shown with brass bracket

Alternative brackets
and accessories are shown
on page 44.
Shown with Ribbed finial in Gold Metal Leaf
Note: The images shown here are simply to illustrate options. We offer a bespoke service to encourage you to blend styles and create a truly personal look.
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NATURAL MAHOGANY

Twisted

Pineapple

Ribbed

Urn

Ball

35

48

63

Available in 35mm, 48mm
and 63mm pole sizes.
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NATURAL WALNUT
Traditional richness and elegance
Elegant and timeless, walnut has for centuries imparted an air of effortless luxury to
every type of furniture, especially in schemes evoking traditional Victoriana.

Ideas & Options

Painted or
gilt highlights
available
on all finials

Alternative brackets
and accessories are shown
on page 44.
Shown with Urn finial in Antique Silver
Note: The images shown here are simply to illustrate options. We offer a bespoke service to encourage you to blend styles and create a truly personal look.
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NATURAL WALNUT

Twisted

Pineapple

Ribbed

Urn

Ball

35

48

63

Available in 35mm, 48mm
and 63mm pole sizes.
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VINTAGE OAK
A soft country treatment
An immensely popular finish, our Vintage Oak evokes a wonderfully warm, timeless
feeling.

Ideas & Options
Alternative brackets
and accessories are shown
on page 44.

Shown with wooden flat bracket.

Painted or
metallic highlights
available
on all finials
Alternative bracket in chrome
with silver highlight on finial
Note: The images shown here are simply to illustrate options. We offer a bespoke service to encourage you to blend styles and create a truly personal look.
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VINTAGE OAK

Twisted

Pineapple

Ribbed

Urn

Ball

35

48

63

Available in 35mm, 48mm
and 63mm pole sizes.
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VINTAGE MAHOGANY
Warmth and comfort
A rich, warm treatment, with a distinctive air of rural permanence and comfortable
ease. Our vintage wood effects will bring an atmosphere of unhurried sophistication to
all your projects.

Ideas & Options
Alternative brackets
and accessories are shown
on page 44.

Shown with chrome bracket

Brass bracket and gold highlight on finial

Painted or
metallic highlights
available
on all finials

Note: The images shown here are simply to illustrate options. We offer a bespoke service to encourage you to blend styles and create a truly personal look.
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VINTAGE MAHOGANY

Twisted

Pineapple

Ribbed

Urn

Ball

35

48

63

Available in 35mm, 48mm
and 63mm pole sizes.
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VINTAGE WALNUT
Elegant and historic style
With its deep multi-tonal shades, this most solid-feeling of all woods reflects ancient
methods, and carries the inescapable quality of hand finished craftsmanship.

Ideas & Options
Alternative brackets
and accessories are shown
on page 44.

Shown with brass bracket

Shown with flat bracket

Note: The images shown here are simply to illustrate options. We offer a bespoke service to encourage you to blend styles and create a truly personal look.
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VINTAGE WALNUT

Twisted

Pineapple

Ribbed

Urn

Ball

35

48

63

Available in 35mm, 48mm
and 63mm pole sizes.
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EBONY
Luxurious and flexible
Hand waxed to a satin sheen, our Ebony finish is both luxurious and bold in any room
design. It is especially striking when combined with lustrous gilt or silver accessories or
highlights – see below and page 28 for examples.

Ideas & Options
Alternative brackets
and accessories are shown
on page 44.

Shown with brass bracket
Ebony pole with Gold Metal Leaf accessories

Painted or
metallic highlights
available
on all finials

Note: The images shown here are simply to illustrate options. We offer a bespoke service to encourage you to blend styles and create a truly personal look.
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EBONY

Twisted

Pineapple

Ribbed

Urn

Ball

35

48

63

Available in 35mm, 48mm
and 63mm pole sizes.
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ANTIQUE IVORY
Soft and neutral, enriched with ageing waxes
A pale, neutral finish, the detail of which has been subtly enhanced by the application
of rich antiquing waxes, to suit almost any fabric treatment.

We can provide
antique wax on
any custom
colour

Ideas & Options
Alternative brackets
and accessories are shown
on page 44.

Shown with brass bracket

Painted or
metallic highlights
available
on all finials

Note: The images shown here are simply to illustrate options. We offer a bespoke service to encourage you to blend styles and create a truly personal look.
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ANTIQUE IVORY

Twisted

Pineapple

Ribbed

Urn

Ball

35

48

63

Available in 35mm, 48mm
and 63mm pole sizes.
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GOLD METAL LEAF
Tradition and supreme style
With its irresistible allure, gold has been used to adorn, embellish and decorate art for
centuries. These gilded pieces possess a unique and timeless beauty, along with a colour
and lustre that are preserved over the ages.
The most luxurious and reflective of all metallic finishes, traditional metal leaf represents
the pinnacle of style and opulence.

Ideas & Options

Painted
highlight details
are available on
all finials

Our standard pole sets are shown with
wooden cup brackets.
Alternative brackets are also available in all
finishes. See page 44 for options.
Shown with flat bracket
Note: The images shown here are simply to illustrate options. We offer a bespoke service to encourage you to blend styles and create a truly personal look.
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GOLD METAL LEAF

Twisted

Pineapple

Ribbed

Urn

Ball

35

48

63

Available in 35mm, 48mm
and 63mm pole sizes.
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SILVER METAL LEAF
Rich and sophisticated
Another luxurious finish, suitable where a more reflective surface is required and
creating a bright but warm tone, like the soft glow of slightly tarnished silver.
The delicate leaf is applied by hand using time-honoured materials and methods and
softly burnished to a rich, smooth finish.

Ideas & Options

Painted
highlight details
are available on
all finials

Shown with flat bracket

Our standard pole sets are shown
with wooden cup brackets.
Alternative brackets are also
available in all finishes.
Alternative bracket in chrome

See page 44 for options.

Note: The images shown here are simply to illustrate options. We offer a bespoke service to encourage you to blend styles and create a truly personal look.
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SILVER METAL LEAF

Twisted

Pineapple

Ribbed

Urn

Ball

35

48

63

Available in 35mm, 48mm
and 63mm pole sizes.
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ANTIQUE GOLD
Neo-classical grandeur
The multi-layered and gilded tone of this richly antiqued gold lends itself superbly to
any classically inspired design.

Ideas & Options
Alternative brackets
and accessories are shown
on page 44.

Match with
painted poles
for rich effect
Shown with flat bracket (see page 44)

Ribbed finial in Antique Gold
with contrasting highlights

Note: The images shown here are simply to illustrate options. We offer a bespoke service to encourage you to blend styles and create a truly personal look.
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ANTIQUE GOLD

Twisted

Pineapple

Ribbed

Urn

Ball

35

48

63

Available in 35mm, 48mm
and 63mm pole sizes.
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PALE GOLD
Clean and modern
A contemporary gold effect, with a little less richness, which tends more towards the silver
end of the metallic spectrum.
Use in more modern schemes, especially combined with your own choice of stronger colours.

Ideas & Options

We can provide
painted poles in
any colour
(see page 42)

Custom coloured poles with Pale Gold accessories

Alternative brackets
and accessories are shown
on page 44.
Note: The images shown here are simply to illustrate options. We offer a bespoke service to encourage you to blend styles and create a truly personal look.
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PALE GOLD

Twisted

Pineapple

Ribbed

Urn

Ball

35

48

63

Available in 35mm, 48mm
and 63mm pole sizes.
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ANTIQUE SILVER
Stylish and striking
Another classic metallic finish, Antique Silver offers a cooler and more masculine
alternative to the gold effects, suggesting an air of heraldic pageantry.

Ideas & Options

Antique Silver pole with
Antique Gold accessories

We can provide
painted poles in
any colour
(see page 42)

Ebony pole with Antique Silver
accessories

Alternative brackets
and accessories are shown
on page 44.
Note: The images shown here are simply to illustrate options. We offer a bespoke service to encourage you to blend styles and create a truly personal look.
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ANTIQUE SILVER

Twisted

Pineapple

Ribbed

Urn

Ball

35

48

63

Available in 35mm, 48mm
and 63mm pole sizes.
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SAGE GREY
Classically inspired
An organic neutral grey, with an understated hint of green. Frequently found in the
designs of 19th century wallpapers and equally at home in both period and contemporary
themes.
Note that all our painted poles can be supplied your own choice of custom colour
(see page 42 for details).

Ideas & Options
Alternative brackets
and accessories are shown
on page 44.

Shown with flat bracket

Antique Silver accessories

Note: The images shown here are simply to illustrate options. We offer a bespoke service to encourage you to blend styles and create a truly personal look.
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SAGE GREY

Twisted

Pineapple

Ribbed

Urn

Ball

35

48

63

Available in 35mm, 48mm
and 63mm pole sizes.
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OLD CREAM
Rich and mellow
A smooth rich cream, tending towards the warm end the spectrum. Fabulous in traditional
settings, or match with contrasting accessories in gold or silver for a striking effect.
Note that all our painted poles can be supplied your own choice of custom colour
(see page 42 for details).

Ideas & Options

Shown with flat bracket.
Finial shown with Antique Silver highlights

Alternative brackets
and accessories are shown
on page 44.
Shown with brass bracket
Note: The images shown here are simply to illustrate options. We offer a bespoke service to encourage you to blend styles and create a truly personal look.
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OLD CREAM

Twisted

Pineapple

Ribbed

Urn

Ball

35

48

63

Available in 35mm, 48mm
and 63mm pole sizes.
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CHALK WHITE
Clean, fresh and airy
A neutral, near pure white which perfectly captures a sense of space and airiness and brings
a feeling of freshness into any contemporary scheme.
Note that all our painted poles can be supplied your own choice of custom colour
(see page 42 for details).

Ideas & Options
Alternative brackets
and accessories are shown
on page 44.

Shown with flat bracket

Antique Silver accessories

Note: The images shown here are simply to illustrate options. We offer a bespoke service to encourage you to blend styles and create a truly personal look.
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CHALK WHITE

Twisted

Pineapple

Ribbed

Urn

Ball

35

48

63

Available in 35mm, 48mm
and 63mm pole sizes.
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DISTRESSED SAGE GREY
Gently worn, subtly understated
Our softly distressed painted effects impart an air of timeless solidity and long-aged
care. This mellow grey will tone with any classical country scheme.
All our distressed effects can be supplied your own choice of custom colour
(see page 42 for details).

Ideas & Options
Alternative brackets
and accessories are shown
on page 44.

Shown with flat bracket and silver highlight
Finial in Gold Metal Leaf with painted
Ebony highlight.

Painted or
metallic highlights
available
on all finials

Note: The images shown here are simply to illustrate options. We offer a bespoke service to encourage you to blend styles and create a truly personal look.
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DISTRESSED SAGE GREY

Twisted

Pineapple

Ribbed

Urn

Ball

35

48

63

Available in 35mm, 48mm
and 63mm pole sizes.
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DISTRESSED CREAM
Hand finished and authentically styled
A warm, rich, cream – carefully distressed over a dark, contrasting undercoat. This gives
a look of unruffled, worn antiquity.
All our distressed effects can be supplied your own choice of custom colour
(see page 42 for details).

Painted or
metallic highlights
available
on all finials

Ideas & Options

Shown with brass bracket
Shown with flat bracket

Alternative brackets
and accessories are shown
on page 44.

Note: The images shown here are simply to illustrate options. We offer a bespoke service to encourage you to blend styles and create a truly personal look.
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DISTRESSED CREAM

Twisted

Pineapple

Ribbed

Urn

Ball

35

48

63

Available in 35mm, 48mm
and 63mm pole sizes.
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DISTRESSED CHALK
Fashionable and expressive
Reminiscent of the traditional gallic farmhouses of rural France, distressed paint effects
speak of age and well-loved wear. A fashionable finish ideally suited to country styles.
All our distressed effects can be supplied your own choice of custom colour
(see page 42 for details).

We can provide
painted poles in
any colour.
see page 42

Ideas & Options
Alternative brackets
and accessories are shown
on page 44.

Shown with chrome bracket
Accents in Sage Grey and Gold

Painted or
metallic highlights
available
on all finials

Note: The images shown here are simply to illustrate options. We offer a bespoke service to encourage you to blend styles and create a truly personal look.
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DISTRESSED CHALK

Twisted

Pineapple

Ribbed

Urn

Ball

35

48

63

Available in 35mm, 48mm
and 63mm pole sizes.
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CUSTOM COLOURS
Customised individuality
For a uniquely individual statement you may request poles and accessories to be
painted in your client’s own choice of colour.
Our popular bespoke service is fast and cost effective, enabling you to offer your
customer an unrivalled choice of colour finishes.

OPTIONS
We can supply paint colours from any of the major palettes, including Farrow & Ball, Fired Earth, Dulux,
Paint Library and Little Greene.
Simply tell us your chosen colour reference and leave the rest to to us!
The custom colour service is available for both
solid colours and distressed effects.
The only additional charge is the supply cost of
the paint.

Any solid or distressed colour can be further
enhanced by the application of antiquing waxes – as
used on our own Antique Ivory finish, pages 18 - 19.
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MADE TO MEASURE TRACKING
Stylish and functional
Our quality inset tracking systems offer a versatile and extremely elegant alternative to rings in
a wide variety of different design situations.

Tracking is supplied fully corded with pulleys and weights
as standard.

Suitable for
48mm and 63mm
poles only

ROBUST QUALITY

FULLY BESPOKE

FLEXIBLE

Standard end bracket.

Overclip end bracket.

Overclip centre bracket.

Although not essential, we
recommend the use of metal
architrave brackets for tracked
poles.
Supplied as standard in either a
polished brass or chrome finish,
we are also able to provide
these brackets in any painted
colour.

Available in either Gold or Silver
finish, our bespoke tracking can
be fully customised to your
exact requirements (for example
using either single or pairs of
curtains).
Cords and weights can also be
specified as either left-hanging,
right-hanging, or both.

Where a centre bracket is used
on a tracked pole we suggest
using an “overclip” style as
shown here.
Poles up to 4 metres in length
can usually be supported by just
two standard end brackets plus
one centre bracket.
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OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES
Accessories
Although our poles are normally supplied with wooden cup brackets and equal pairs of finials, there are a
great many fitting occasions when you will need alternatives to this or just some extra items.
We supply all items individually and the pictures below are for illustrative purposes only. All are available
in sizes to suit each of our pole diameters.
Note:
Available in all finishes - shown here in Natural Oak

Recess Socket

End Stop

Flat Bracket

Draw Rod (1 metre)

Our metal architrave brackets can be painted in any colour to match your pole.

Display Options
Desktop Display Block
A set of 4 removable poles with finials attached. Especially
suitable for display on counters and desktops, or in any area
where space is limited. The solid ash block shows a selection of
finial designs, and both 35mm and 48mm diameter poles.
Note:
If you require a different selection of finishes from that shown
here please contact us.
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Round Tieback

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Unless otherwise requested, we will normally supply the following accessories for each of the example
pole lengths shown.
(These are example lengths only)

Pole Length
Finials
Brackets
Rings

1.20m
2
2

1.50m
2
2

1.80m
2
2

2.40m
2
3

3.00m
2
3

3.60m
2
3

4.80m
2
3

12

16

18

24

30

36

48

Alternatively, you may order your pole at any specific length you require and we will gladly cut it to
measure at no extra charge.
For made to measure poles we recommend that a centre bracket should be used on any poles of
2.40m or over and that approximately 10 rings per metre is usually suitable for most schemes.
Poles up to 2.40m will always be supplied in a single piece wherever possible. For longer lengths, and
where a centre bracket is to be used, we may if necessary supply in 2 equal halves complete with a
joining screw. We can of course provide “non-central” joins if required. Please contact us to discuss
any particular requirements.
Please note that the maximum length of pole that can be supplied in one piece is 3 metres.

Standard stock orders are usually despatched within 2-3 working days. Custom painted colours and
tracked poles will take a little longer. We are usually very flexible so please let us know at the time of
ordering if you have any special deadlines to meet.

Note, in the case of tracked poles, the tracking will stop short of each
end of the pole by about 50mm to allow the finials and brackets to be
properly fitted (see illustration at right).

Screws and fixings provided with our products are general purpose items
and supplied in good faith. These may not be suitable in every fitting
application and it is the responsibility of the fitter to ensure that poles are
securely and safely fixed.

50mm

Owing to the limitations of printing, all colours
shown in this brochure are intended as a guide
only.
Where exact shades are required we strongly
suggest that customers request a sample prior
to ordering.
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DIMENSIONAL DRAWINGS
Finials
(approximate dimensions in millimetres)
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Accessories
(approximate dimensions in millimetres)

Cup Bracket

Flat Bracket
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Overclip End Bracket
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35mm
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35mm
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35mm
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100

70
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100

105

48mm

60

137

48mm
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50

48mm

60

161
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93

63mm

140
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63mm

80
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63mm
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50
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Overclip Centre Bracket

Recess Socket

End Stop

Round Tieback

Draw Rod
Rod
Length
= 1 Metre
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MEASURING TEMPLATES

These diagrams illustrate the
relative diameters of our poles.
They are produced at actual size
to assist curtain makers to gauge
the appearance and drop of each
size of ring.

100 mm

63 mm Pole
(actual size)

Ext.
Int.

110 mm
75 mm

87 mm

48 mm Pole
(actual size)

62 mm

35 mm Pole
(actual size)

Ext.
Int.

Ext.
Int.

95 mm
65 mm

65 mm
45 mm
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All content © 2011 Opus Studio

Origination & Artwork by Fingertips

OPUS STUDIO
Manufacturers of Interior Accessories
and Fine Art Sculpture
Bramble Farm, Ham Lane,
Kingston Seymour, Bristol BS21 6XN
tel / fax: 01934 835 739
www.opus-studio.com
poles@opus-studio.com

